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Abstract. A multimodal damping strategy is implemented by coupling a
beam to its analogue electrical network. This network comes from the direct
electromechanical analogy applied to a transverse lattice of point masses that
represents the discrete model of a beam. The mechanical and electrical structures
are connected together through an array of piezoelectric patches. A discrete
and a semi-continuous model are proposed to describe the piezoelectric coupling.
Both are based on the transfer matrix formulation and consider a finite number
of patches. It is shown that a simple coupling condition gives a network that
approximates the modal properties of the beam. A multimodal tuned mass
effect is then obtained and a wide-band damping is introduced by choosing
a suitable positioning for resistors in the network. The strategy and the
models are experimentally validated by coupling a free-free beam to a completely
passive network. A multimodal vibration reduction is observed, which proves
the efficiency of the control solution and its potential in term of practical
implementation.
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1. Introduction

A passive damping strategy was presented by Hagood
and von Flotow [1] who proposed the use of
piezoelectric material shunted with electrical circuits.
The mechanical energy is converted in electrical energy
before being dissipated into suitable resistors. Adding
an inductor creates a resonant circuit that is the
analogue of the tuned mass damper described by
Den Hartog [2]. This significantly enhances the
vibration reduction performances when the electrical
resonance is tuned to the mechanical natural frequency
to be controlled. When focusing on beam models,
this effect can be described analytically [3, 4] but
a finite element procedure [5] is often required for
more complex structures. The concept of the
piezoelectric damping was extended to the synthesis
of metamaterials when came the idea of distributing
a periodic array of shunted piezoelectric patches
all over a mechanical structure. Considering one-
dimensional media, longitudinal wave propagation was
firstly analyzed [6, 7] and the strategy was then
applied to bending waves control [8, 9, 10]. The
classical passive resonant shunts can even be replaced
by more broadband active solutions, as amplified
resonant shunts [11] or negative capacitance shunts [12,
13]. The periodicity of the one-dimensional structures
enables the use of the transfer matrix formulation, as
proposed by Mead [14] who also gave results about
the propagation constants. Structural discontinuities
induces band gaps that can eventually be combined
to the ones introduced by the piezoelectric shunts
[6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13].

As presented in the previous references, the
strategy benefiting from the mechanical band gaps
introduced by the addition of piezoelectric patches is
limited to wavelength sufficiently small compared to
the length of the patches. Consequently, it does not
apply to the control of the first modes of the considered
periodic structures. Moreover, an identical tuning
of resonant shunts leads to a control only around a
single frequency and still, high values of inductance
are often required, which forces the use of non-passive
synthetic inductors [8, 9, 10]. It is yet possible to
reduce the required inductance by implementing a
real electrical network connecting successive patches
together. This strategy was firstly described by Valis
et al. [15] who analyzed the coupling between traveling
waves in a second-order electrical transmission line and

bending waves in a beam. The network consists of
a line of inductors connected to the ground through
the piezoelectric capacitance as it was also presented
by Vidoli and dell’Isola [16]. It is observed that a
mechanical damping can be achieved by introducing
resistors and by tuning an electrical resonance to a
target frequency [17]. However, even if the network
has several resonances, the second-order architecture is
efficient only for a single mode damping. A multimodal
damping thus requires the implementation of fourth-
order networks as those presented by Maurini et al.
[18] and Bisegna et al. [19]. A limit is that the
proposed networks includes negative inductors that can
not be passive components. A solution for a passive
multimodal control can be to numerically determine a
network that matches a specified number of modes to
control, along with a constraint based on use of only
inductors and capacitors [20]. Yet, when considering a
high number of mechanical modes, this solution leads
to a network with an impractical number of electrical
components. A suitable passive electrical architecture
including transformers was given by Porfiri et al.
[21, 22]. As it was shown that a multimodal control can
be achieved with a network approximating the beam
modal properties, the electrical topology is obtained
from an electromechanical analogy [23, 24, 25]. This
analogy, performed by Brillouin [26] on longitudinal
periodic lattices, was already used to implement a
multimodal control for longitudinal wave propagation
[27]. The damping strategy is here extended to
a bending wave control, which is modeled under a
transfer matrix formulation based on electromechanical
state vectors [28].

The transfer matrix formulation is firstly pre-
sented for a beam and for its equivalent transverse lat-
tice obtained from a finite difference procedure. The
direct electromechanical analogy is applied to this lat-
tice in order to find the analogue electrical network of
a beam. Both mechanical and electrical structures are
then coupled through an array of piezoelectric patches.
The analysis of the coupling is given by a linear model
focusing on the global properties of a single unit cell,
which represents a period of the structure. We pro-
pose a novel transfer matrix description of the coupled
problem based on the discretization of the mechanical
medium and a purely electrical representation. After-
wards, a more accurate semi-continuous model is pre-
sented to take into account the coupling of a continuous
beam to its discrete analogue. Both models allows con-
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sidering real applications where the number of patches
remains limited. A multimodal coupling condition is
given with original observations related to the intro-
duction of damping elements. At the end, the damp-
ing strategy is experimentally validated with a passive
network consisting of inductors and transformers. A
method is also proposed to verify the tuning of the
network from purely electrical measurements. All of
this shows the potential of the strategy in terms of
multimodal vibration reduction and proves its practi-
cal feasibility.

2. Wave propagation in a discretized beam

Wave propagation in a one-dimensional structure can
be analyzed through the transfer matrix formulation.
This applies to beams with a transfer matrix that
is obtained from the Euler-Bernoulli theory. It
is then remarked that a beam can be discretized
into a periodic lattice model that approximates the
continuous dispersion relation. The corresponding
mechanical unit cell is presented together with its
electrical analogue.

2.1. Transfer matrix formulation

A one-dimensional periodic structure is a series of
identical unit cells [14]. For each unit cell, the relation
between the mechanical states at its right and left ends
can be described by a transfer matrix T as[

qR

FR

]
= T

[
qL

FL

]
, (1)

where qL and qR are the displacements of the left and
right ends of the unit cell. FR is the force applied on the
considered cell by its right neighbor and FL is the force
applied by the considered unit cell on its left neighbor.
FL is thus defined as the opposite of the external force
acting on the left end. This sign convention leads to
the continuity of the state vector.

According to the definition of a periodic structure,
each unit cell is described by an identical transfer
matrix T . Consequently, the mechanical state on the
right of the nth unit cell is obtained by raising T to the
power of n,[

qn
Fn

]
= Tn

[
q
F

]
=

[
T qq
n T qF

n

T Fq
n T FF

n

] [
q
F

]
, (2)

where the subscript 0 refers to the left end of the first
unit cell. Then, when considering a finite number
of n unit cells, the boundary conditions need to be
introduced. For example, with a prescribed force F on
the left end of a free-free periodic structure, as Fn = 0,
the displacement qn at the right end is defined by

qn = (T qF
n − T qq

n T Fq
n

−
T FF
n )F. (3)

Figure 1. Considered beam segment.

2.2. Mechanical analysis of a beam

Wave propagation in a beam can be described by
the Euler-Bernoulli theory, which considers small
deflections, no shear strain and no rotational inertia. If
Y is the Young’s modulus of the beam, ρ its density, S
its cross-section area and I its second moment of area,
a bending wave equation is obtained when there is no
distributed load,

ρS
∂2w(x, t)

∂t2
= −Y I ∂

4w(x, t)

∂x4
(4)

where w(x, t) represents the transverse displacement
at longitudinal location x and time t. A space-time
separation w(x, t) = W (x)g(t) applied on the wave
equation (4) gives the general displacement amplitude
solution under harmonic excitation

W (x) = A cos(kx)+B sin(kx)+C cosh(kx)+D sinh(kx)(5)

and the corresponding dispersion relation

ω2 =
Y I

ρS
k4, (6)

where ω is the angular frequency and k is the
wavenumber. The constants A, B, C and D depends
on the boundary conditions, which are represented in
figure 1 for a beam segment of length a. According
to the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, the transverse
displacement W (x), the rotation of the cross-section
θ(x), the bending moment M(x) and the shear force
Q(x) are governed by the equations

θ(x) = W ′(x)
M(x) = Y Iθ′(x)
Q(x) = −M ′(x)
−ρSω2W (x) = Q′(x)

, (7)

where [·]′ represents the first space derivative.
Consequently, it becomes possible to determine the
constants appearing in (5) as

A = 1
2 (WL − 1

Y Ik2ML)
B = 1

2 ( 1
kθL + 1

Y Ik3QL)
C = 1

2 (WL + 1
Y Ik2ML)

D = 1
2 ( 1
kθL − 1

Y Ik3QL)

, (8)

where the subscript L refers to the position x = 0. It
can be noticed that the angle θL shows a negative value
in figure 1, as it is represented in a clockwise direction.
Finally, from (5), (7) and (8) for x = a, the expression
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of the right state variables WR, θR, MR, and QR gives
four equations that can be rearranged into matrix form
as[
W?

R
θ?
R

M?
R

Q?
R

]
=


c+ch

2
1
ka

s+sh
2

− 1
(ka)2

c−ch
2

1
(ka)3

s−sh
2

−ka s−sh
2

c+ch
2

1
ka

s+sh
2

1
(ka)2

c−ch
2

−(ka)2
c−ch

2
−ka s−sh

2
c+ch

2
− 1
ka

s+sh
2

−(ka)3
s+sh

2
(ka)2

c−ch
2

ka
s−sh

2
c+ch

2

[W?
L

θ?
L

M?
L

Q?
L

]
, (9)

where c = cos(ka), ch = cosh(ka), s = sin(ka),
sh = sinh(ka), W ? = W/a, θ? = θ, M? = aM/(Y I)
and Q? = a2Q/(Y I).

The previous system of equations (9) corresponds
to the transfer matrix formulation described in (1).
The displacement state vector is q = [W ? θ?]T and
the force state vector is F = [M? Q?]T . Dimensionless
state variables are here considered in order to simplify
the matrix form and to improve its conditioning. It is
then possible to compute the frequency response of a
finite structure consisting of n unit cells. For instance,
with a free-free beam of length l = na excited at one
end, the displacements at the other end comes directly
from (3) after computing the transfer matrix presented
in (9).

2.3. Lattice model

The analysis of a homogeneous beam does not require
to split the structure into several unit cells as the
analytic formulation can be directly obtained with a
beam segment equal to the entire beam. However,
when considering a non-homogeneous medium as the
discrete model of a beam, the local layout of the unit
cells differs from the one of the whole structure. The
transfer matrix formulation becomes then helpful as it
allows computing the global mechanical behavior from
the analytic description of a single unit cell.

The discrete model of a beam can be obtained
through a finite difference procedure combining
forward, central and backward differences:

[·]′L = [·]I−[·]L
a/2

[·]′
I

= [·]R−[·]L
a

[·]′
R

= [·]R−[·]I
a/2

. (10)

where the subscript I defines the center of the
considered unit cell. By applying those finite
differences to the system of equations (7), it is obtained
the relations between the left, center and right state
variables of a discretized beam unit cell as
a
2θL = WI −WL

a
2θR = WR −WI

MI = Kθ(θR − θL)
a
2QL = ML −MI

a
2QR = MI −MR

−mω2WI = QR −QL

, (11)

where m = ρSa is the mass of the unit cell and
Kθ = Y I/a is its bending stiffness. It can be remarked

Figure 2. Discrete model of a beam segment.

that (11) defines a mechanical structure consisting of
two massless rigid bars of length a/2 linked together
through a pivot joint. At the pivot location are a
lumped mass m and a torsion spring Kθ as represented
in figure 2, which satisfy (11) for small displacements.
WI corresponds to the displacement of the mass m
and MI is the torque applied to the torsion spring Kθ.
As a consequence, a beam can be approximated by
a succession of identical unit cells referring to figure
2. This gives a lattice describing transverse wave
propagation, which can be seen as an extension of the
longitudinal spring mass lattice approximating wave
propagation in a rod [25, 26, 27].

The equations (11) describing the mechanical
behavior of the discrete unit cell are reorganized into
a transfer matrix formulation as
W ?

R

θ?R
M?

R

Q?R

 =


1 1 1

2 − 1
4

0 1 1 − 1
2

f
2

f
4 1 −1

−f − f2 0 1



W ?

L

θ?L
M?

L

Q?L

 , (12)

where f = ω2ma2/Kθ. The eigenvalues of a transfer
matrix are related to the propagation constants of the
corresponding one-dimensional problem [14]. For (12),
two real and two complex eigenvalues are obtained that
respectively refer to evanescent and propagative pairs
of waves traveling in opposite directions. Considering
the complex eigenvalues λ, they are related to k̄, the
equivalent wavenumber of the discrete problem, by
λ = exp(±jk̄a). So, it is found that f = (2 sin(k̄a/2))4,
which gives the lattice dispersion relation when k̄a ≤ π

ω2 =
Y I

ρS

(
k̄ sinc

(
k̄a

2

))4

. (13)

By comparing this equation to the beam dispersion
relation (6), it is seen that they are equivalent when
k̄a goes to zero. This condition occurs when the
length of the unit cell is sufficiently small compared
to the considered wavelength. As a reference, it can
be seen from (13) that 10 unit cells per wavelength
(k̄a = 2π/10) gives a frequency for the discrete model
3.25% lower than the frequency obtained with the
continuous beam dispersion relation. This decrease of
frequency is due to the fact that the discrete unit cell
overestimates the kinetic energy of a continuous beam
segment. As a conclusion, it is shown that a beam
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Figure 3. Electrical analogue of the discrete beam segment.

can be approximated by the lattice of point masses
introduced in figure 2 as long as the number of unit
cells per wavelength is sufficiently large to satisfy the
desired frequency accuracy.

2.4. Direct electrical analogue

The system of equations (11) was firstly represented
through the mechanical unit cell in figure 2 but it is also
possible to define an analogue electrical representation.
Using the direct electromechanical analogy [23, 24],
a voltage is analogous to a force or a moment and
a current is analogous to a linear or an angular
velocity. As a consequence, a mass is represented
by an inductance and a stiffness by the inverse of a
capacitance.

When focusing on the unit cell presented in figure
2, it also requires to find the electrical analogues for
the two levers of length a/2. It can be seen from (11)
that the length a/2 corresponds to the proportionality
constant between the transverse velocity differences
and the angular velocities of the two rigid bars.
Moreover, a/2 is also the proportionality constant
between the bending moment differences and the shear
forces in the same bars. This is finally modeled
by an electrical transformer, where the ratio a/2 of
the voltages on both windings is the inverse of the
respective ratio of the intensities. All of this is
illustrated in figure 3 where conventional electrical
notations are replaced by their analogues that refer
to the mechanical unit cell in figure 2. It is
seen that the electrical unit cell strictly satisfies the
equations (11), ẆI representing the current flowing
through the inductor m and MI being the voltage
across the capacitance 1/Kθ. It is remarked that
the network could have been obtained directly from
the equations (11). However, applying the electro-
mechanical analogy on the mechanical unit cell in
figure 2 make easier the determination of the network
topology.

A periodic electrical network is then created by
serially connecting identical electrical unit cells. It
is remarked that two transformers in a row can be

replaced by a single one with a doubled transformation
ratio a. This is the equivalent of a rigid connection
of two levers of length a/2, which gives a single
lever of length a. Consequently, it is found a
network architecture, which is similar to the one
obtained by Porfiri et al. [21, 22] after a finite
differentiation of the Timoshenko equations followed
by a network simplification with the Euler-Bernoulli
assumptions. At the end, it becomes possible to
implement an electrical network that approximates the
modal behavior of a beam. The electrical connections
at both ends depend on the chosen mechanical
boundary conditions. For example, referring to
the direct electromechanical analogy, the analogue
of a clamped beam would require open electrical
connections. Indeed, a zero-current is analogous to
a zero-velocity. However, a free-free beam requires
grounded electrical connections at both ends, as a zero-
voltage is analogous to a zero-force. Then, the network
being constituted of discrete electrical components, it
still refers to the transfer matrix (12) and the lattice
dispersion relation (13). Electrical frequency responses
can thus be computed with the same transfer matrix
method as the one presented for the beam and its
approximate discrete model.

3. Vibration control with a piezoelectric
network

A multimodal vibration reduction of a beam can be
achieved by the coupling to an electrical network
approximating the modal properties of the beam.
This is performed through a periodic distribution of
piezoelectric patches. Discrete and semi-continuous
models are proposed, both keeping the discrete nature
of the network but considering the beam either as a
lattice or as a continuous medium. The tuning of
the network is then defined with a modal coupling
condition and the choice of damping elements.

3.1. Global piezoelectric coupling

A homogeneous beam covered with a periodic
distribution of piezoelectric patches is defined as a
periodic structure. It is thus possible to extract the
unit cell that repeats all along the structure. The
considered unit cell is represented in figure 4 with
a beam segment of length a, width b and thickness
hs. This unit cell is symmetrically covered with a
pair of piezoelectric patches of length lp, width b and
thickness hp. In order to control transverse vibrations,
the patches are polarized in identical directions and
electrically connected in parallel [1, 3, 18, 22].

As it is assumed that the piezoelectric patches
are thin compared to the main structure (hp � hs),
the bending motion of the beam mostly induces plane
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Figure 4. Beam segment with piezoelectric patches.

stress in the patches. Then, the 3D linear formulation
can be simplified into the one-dimensional stress-
charge form [5] of

σ1 = cE11ε1 − ē31E3

D3 = ē31ε1 + ε̄ε33E3
, (14)

where ’1’ refers to the longitudinal direction and ’3’ to
the direction of polarization. σ1 and ε1 thus represent
the longitudinal stress and strain, D3 and E3 are the
transverse electric displacement and electric field. For
patches that are free along the ’2’ direction: c̄E11 =
1/sE11, ē31 = d31/s

E
11 and ε̄ε33 = εσ33 − d2

31/s
E
11, where

sE11 is the elastic compliance at constant electric field,
d31 is the piezoelectric strain coefficient and εσ33 is the
permittivity at constant stress.

The longitudinal stress is seen as uniform along
the cross-section and is given by σ1 = Np/Sp, Np

being the normal force into the patch and Sp = bhp

its cross-section area. Still assuming a thin patch, the
electric field E3 is also considered as a constant [5].
E3 is thus expressed from the voltage Vp between the
two electrodes by E3 = −Vp/hp. At last, the electric
charge qp on an electrode of surface area Ap = blp is
related to the electric displacement by qp = −

∫
D3dAp.

Consequently, the local piezoelectric formulation (14)
can be recast into the global system

Np = Y Ep Spε1 − epVp

qp = ep∆Up + CεpVp

, (15)

where ∆Up is the difference between the longitudinal
displacements at both ends of the piezoelectric patch,
Y Ep = cE11 is the short-circuited Young’s modulus, ep =
−bē31 is the coupling coefficient and Cεp = ε̄ε33Ap/hp

the blocked capacitance.
As the longitudinal piezoelectric model (15) is

obtained, it becomes possible to focus on the global
electromechanical model of the unit cell presented in
figure 4. In a first case, it is considered that patches
cover the whole beam segment (a = lp). We also make
use of the fact that ε1 can be approximated by ∆Up/lp
for large wavelength compared to the unit cell. If
∆θ = θR − θL represents the difference of the rotations

Figure 5. Electrical model of the piezoelectric coupling.

at both ends of the unit cell, ∆Up = hs∆θ/2. So, the
bending model is obtained from (15) as

MI = KE
θ ∆θ − eθVI

qI = eθ∆θ + CεVI

. (16)

MI is the bending moment and KE
θ is the bending

stiffness when the pair of patches is short-circuited.
KE
θ is thus equal to (YsIs + 2Y Ep Ip)/a where Is =

bh3
s /12 and Ip = b((hs + 2hp)3 − h3

s )/24. The
voltage VI and the charge qI are defined in figure 4,
which gives Cε = 2Cεp and eθ = hsep. The global
formulation (16) can actually be illustrated by the
electric scheme in figure 5. This model still use the
direct electromechanical analogy, as it is the only
analogy that allows the electrical representation of
an energy conversion system based on the action of
electrostatic forces [23]. The transformer represents
the piezoelectric coupling as it links the mechanical
branch on the left to the electrical branch on the right.
This model comes directly from the one-dimensional
linear piezoelectricity theory and is usually employed
to describe a single piezoelectric patch [24]. It is here
extended to the entire unit cell by focusing on its global
properties.

Nevertheless, two limits appears in the previous
formulation. First of all, it seems important to keep
the possibility to consider a unit cell where the patches
do not cover the entire beam segment (a 6= lp), which
occurs in most practical configurations. Secondly, the
definition of the modified material constants c̄E11, ē31

and ε̄ε33 assumed a free stress state along the direction
’2’ of the patches. This does not represent any classical
implementation as, when the patches are glued on
a structure, it obviously acts along both directions
’1’ and ’2’. This clearly affects the permittivity ε̄ε33,
which was used to determine the blocked capacitance
Cε. The analytic calculation of Cε is not trivial as it
requires to perform a three-dimensional analysis. This
was presented by Maurini et al. [3], who proposed a
correction of the equivalent material properties. It is
here chosen to focus on a more practical solution that
gives us the global properties defined in the coupled
linear model (16). First, in a general case considering
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also a 6= lp, the global bending stiffness is obtained
from figure 4 by

1

KE
θ

=
lp

YsIs + 2Y Ep Ip

+
a− lp
YsIs

, (17)

Then, if KD
θ refers to the bending stiffness in open

circuit (q̇I = 0), it can be seen from figure 5 that
KD
θ = KE

θ + e2
θ/C

ε. In a similar manner, the free
capacitance Cσ is obtained when no bending moment
is applied to the unit cell (MI = 0), which gives
Cσ = Cε + e2

θ/K
E
θ . The global coupling coefficient

eθ and the blocked capacitance Cε are thus expressed
from

eθ =

√
KE
θ

(
1− KE

θ

KD
θ

)
Cσ

Cε = Cσ
KE
θ

KD
θ

. (18)

The short-circuit bending stiffness KE
θ is already

known but it still remains to define the open-circuit
bending stiffness KD

θ and the free capacitance Cσ.
KD
θ is directly obtained from (17) by replacing the

piezoelectric Young’s modulus in short-circuit Y Ep by
Y Dp = 1/(sE11−d2

31/ε
σ
33), that represents the equivalent

Young’s modulus in open-circuit. Concerning the
capacitance, it still requires a three dimensional
calculation but it can also be directly measured
on the patches. This electrical measurement is
actually not an easy task with Cε as it would be
required to mechanically block the ends of the unit
cell. That is the reason why we focus on Cσ,
which offer an easier measurement based on free
mechanical boundary conditions. The global bending
model for a piezoelectrically coupled unit cell is thus
finally obtained by following the same method as was
described in [27] for a longitudinal case.

3.2. Discrete electromechanical model

In the present section, our main goal is to model and
observe the behavior of a continuous structure that is
coupled to a network of electrical components through
a periodic distribution of piezoelectric patches. As
presented by Vidoli and dell’Isola [16] and Maurini
et al. [18], a wide-band energy exchange can be
achieved by connecting a mechanical structure to its
electrical analogue. The coupling of a rod to a line
of inductors was implemented in a previous paper
[27]. This strategy is here extended to the case of a
beam. So, the chosen network is the one represented
by the unit cell in figure 3, as considered by Porfiri
et al. [21, 22]. Because this network can approximate
the dispersion relation of a beam, analogue boundary
conditions gives similar modal properties. However,
we deal with two structures of different natures: the
beam is continuous and the network is discrete. In
order to simplify the analysis, it is yet convenient to

set up an analytic model combining two structures of
identical nature. This is the reason why most of the
papers focusing on the piezoelectric coupling of a beam
to an electrical network perform an homogenization
of the electrical medium [15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22].
This homogenization is justified for a large number of
piezoelectric elements. Nevertheless, when considering
practical implementations, the number of components
can be limited and the network needs to be modeled
as a discrete structure. Consequently, another solution
bringing together two structures of similar nature is
to discretize the mechanical medium. The beam is
approximated by its lattice model in figure 2, which can
also be represented by the electrical scheme in figure 3.
Therefore, the initial electromechanical problem can be
reviewed into the interaction of two electrical networks
having the same architecture.

The mechanical and the electrical unit cells are
interacting through a piezoelectric coupling. This
coupling is modeled by the electrical representation in
figure 5. As a consequence, the electromechanical unit
cell including a network segment is given in figure 6.
As seen in section 2, the mass m involved in the
mechanical lattice comes directly from the total mass
of the continuous unit cell:

m = ρsSsa+ 2ρpSplp, (19)

where ρs and ρp are respectively the density of the
main structure and the density of the piezoelectric
patches and Ss = bhs is the cross-section area of a
patch. Concerning the electrical part, the currents q̇w
and q̇θ are the analogues of the velocities Ẇ and θ̇
and the voltages Vθ and Vw are the analogues of the
bending moment −M and the shear force −Q, referring
to figure 3. The network capacitance can be directly
the blocked capacitance of pair of patches, Cε, which
avoid adding any complementary capacitors. Then, the
network segment consists of two transformers of ratio
â/2 and an L inductor.

From the electrical equations governing figure 6,
the 8 ports electromechanical unit cell can be described
by the transfer matrix
W?

R
θ?
R

qw
?
R

qθ
?
R

M?
R

Q?
R

Vθ
?
R

Vw
?
R

 =



1 1 0 0 1
2

− 1
4

Λ
2eθ

− Λ
4eθ

0 1 0 0 1 − 1
2

Λ
eθ

− Λ
2eθ

0 0 1 1 −
eθ
2

eθ
4

− 1+Λ
2

1+Λ
4

0 0 0 1 −eθ
eθ
2

−(1 + Λ)
1+Λ

2
f
2

f
4

0 0 1 −1 0 0

−f − f
2

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 − f̃
2

− f̃
4

0 0 1 −1

0 0 f̃
f̃
2

0 0 0 1



W?

L
θ?
L

qw
?
L

qθ
?
L

M?
L

Q?
L

Vθ
?
L

Vw
?
L

 , (20)

where f = ω2ma2/KE
θ , f̃ = ω2LCεâ2 and Λ =

e2
θ/(K

E
θ C

ε). Nondimensionalization is performed as
in (9) and (12), which transforms the state variables
as follows: W ? = W/a, θ? = θ, M? = M/KE

θ ,
Q? = aQ/KE

θ , q?w = qw/â, q?θ = qθ, V
?
θ = CεVθ,

V ?w = âCεVw. It becomes then possible to compute the
behavior of a succession of several electromechanical
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Figure 6. Electrical model of the coupling between the discrete beam segment and its analogue network.

unit cells from (2) with q = [W ? θ? q?w q?θ ]T and
F = [M? Q? V ?θ V ?w ]T .

3.3. Semi-continuous model

The discrete model was obtained by approximating the
continuous beam segment presented in figure 1 by its
lattice model described in figure 2. As mentioned in
section 2, this approximation is only valid when the
considered wavelength is large compared to the length
of the unit cells. A classical limit can be 10 unit cells
per wavelength, which allows a frequency error of less
than 4% as given by (13). However, when the number
of piezoelectric patches is limited, the discrete model
becomes too inaccurate to describe the behavior of
the mechanical structure. As highlighted by Bisegna
et al. [19], it is thus essential to develop a semi-
continuous model that maintains the continuity of the
beam together with a discrete electrical network.

In order to keep the model as simple as possible, it
is chosen to consider an homogeneous unit cell, without
taking into account the discontinuity induced by the
thickness of the patches. This does not significantly
influence the results as the band gap phenomenon
[6, 7, 9, 10, 11] only occurs when the wavelength
approaches the length of the unit cell. Consequently,
we keep the global constants appearing in (16) for a
discrete model, but the continuity of the mechanical
medium is recovered by replacing ∆θ by aθ′(x) in the
bending moment equation. The piezoelectric coupling
on a continuous beam segment is then

M(x) = Y EIθ′(x)− eθVI

qI = eθ∆θ + CεVI

, (21)

where Y EI = KE
θ a. Then, we can consider a new

state variable M(x) + eθVI = Y EIθ′(x) that does
not depend on the electrical state anymore. This
state variable thus represents the bending moment of a
purely mechanical problem that can be written under

the form
W ?

R

θ?R
M?

R + Λ
eθ
V ?I

Q?R

 = Tm


W ?

L

θ?L
M?

L + Λ
eθ
V ?I

Q?L

 , (22)

where Tm is the transfer matrix in (9) with k =
4
√
ρSω2/Y EI and ρS = m/a. Furthermore, the

modeling of the electrical network being unchanged,
the electrical state variable can still be described from
figure 6, which gives

V ?I =


0
0
1
− 1

2


T 

qw
?
L

qθ
?
L

Vθ
?
L

Vw
?
L

 =


0
0
1
1
2


T 

qw
?
R

qθ
?
R

Vθ
?
R

Vw
?
R

 (23)

and
qw

?
R

qθ
?
R

Vθ
?
R

Vw
?
R

 = Te


qw

?
L

qθ
?
L

Vθ
?
L

Vw
?
L

+ eθ(θ
?
L − θ?R)


1
2
1
0
0

 , (24)

where Te is the transfer matrix in (12) with f replaced
by f̃ . Combining equations (22), (23) and (24) leads
to the matrix form

[
I 

eθ

[ [
0 1

2
0 1

]


 

]
I

][
I

Λ
eθ

[
 



[
1 1

2
0 0

] ]
 I

]
W?
R

θ?
R

M?
R

Q?
R

qw
?
R

qθ
?
R

Vθ
?
R

Vw
?
R



=

 Tm
Λ
eθ

Tm

[
 



[
1 − 1

2
0 0

] ]
eθ

[ [
0 1

2
0 1

]


 

]
Te




W?
L

θ?
L

M?
L

Q?
L

qw
?
L

qθ
?
L

Vθ
?
L

Vw
?
L

 ,

(25)

where I represents a 4×4 identity matrix,  is a
4×4 zero matrix and  a 2×2 zero matrix. At last,
equation (25) can be rearranged into a transfer matrix
giving the relation between the displacements, electric
charges, forces and voltages at both ends of the unit
cell.
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3.4. Multimodal coupling

The main interest of the electrical network is that it
can approximate the modal behavior of the mechanical
structure to control. A modal coupling optimizing the
energy transfer between the two media is obtained
when they have a same dispersion relation and
analogous boundary conditions [18]. The considered
network being discrete, its electrical components are
thus tuned to equal the dispersion relation related to
the lattice model of the beam. When looking at the
transfer matrix (12) defining the discrete mechanical
unit cell in figure 2, it is remarked that another unit
cell having a same architecture would present similar
modal properties if it has a same ratio Kθ/(a

2m).
Consequently, with analogous boundary conditions, a
transverse lattice and its analogue electrical network
exhibit the same natural frequencies and the same
mode shapes if

1

â2

1

LCε
=

1

a2

KE
θ

m
. (26)

With the analogue network and this coupling condi-
tion, the resonances do not only match along the fre-
quency domain but also on the spatial domain thanks
to similar mode shapes. Here is thus added an elec-
trical space dimension, which does not appear with an
array of passive resonant shunts that are independently
tuned to a single natural frequency [6, 7, 9, 10].

Furthermore, the global capacitance of a unit cell
Cε is approximately proportional to Ap, the surface
area of a piezoelectric patch. For a fixed thickness
of the patches and fixed length and width of the
beam, Ap is then proportional to 1/n, where n is the
number of unit cells. So, it is seen from the modal
coupling condition (26) that a prescribed amount of
piezoelectric material leads to L ∝ 1/n3. This result
was also obtained by Maurini et al. [18] from the
homogenized analysis of various fourth-order networks.
An increase in the number of unit cells gives lower
values of the required inductance. It becomes thus
possible to consider low frequency applications without
being limited by available values of passive inductors.

By applying the coupling condition (26) to a
network that is piezoelectrically connected to a beam,
one creates the equivalent of a multimodal tuned
mass control [2]. As it was already obtained with
a rod in [27], an antiresonance surrounded by two
new resonances appears around the initial natural
frequency. This effect is shown in figure 7 that
represents the mobility frequency response function
(FRF) for the transverse velocity at one end of a
free-free beam and a shear force applied at the other
end. The responses are computed for a one meter
beam in aluminum alloy 2017, which is periodically
covered with n = 20 pairs of PZT patches. The
geometry and the material constants are presented

in table 1. The analysis of the free-free structure

Table 1. Geometry and material properties.

Beam (Al 2017) Patches (PZT)

Length ls = Na = 20 × 5 cm lp = 3 cm
Width b = 2 cm b = 2 cm
Thickness hs = 2 cm hp = 0.5 mm

Density ρs = 2780 kg/m3 ρp = 7800 kg/m3

Young’s modulus Ys = 73.9 GPa 1/sE11 = 66.7 GPa
Charge constant - d31 = −210 pC/N
Permittivity - εσ33 = 21.2 nF/m

consisting of 20 coupled unit cells is performed through
the transfer matrix formulation (3), both with the
discrete model (20) and the semi-continuous model
(25). It is noticed that the same matrices would also
be used for other boundary conditions. The global
equation (3) is only valid for a free-free structure
but equivalent formulations can be obtained from
(2) for other boundary conditions. In any case, it
is observed that the difference between the discrete
model and the semi-continuous model increases with
the frequency as the transverse lattice becomes more
and more inaccurate for the approximation of the
continuous beam. Still, depending on the application,
the discrete model can be sufficient as long as the
number of unit cells per wavelength is high enough.
For example, the error is here observable around the
fourth open-circuited mode, but it would have been
insignificant with n = 40 unit cells. Also, with a
limited number of unit cells, as the network is tuned
to fit the modes of the transverse lattice, it does not
match exactly the modes of the continuous beam.
The mechanical antiresonances observed in figure 7 are
related to the electrical resonances. It is seen that
the mistuning increases with the frequency: the fourth
antiresonance is clearly shifted to lower frequencies
compared to the fourth open-circuited mechanical
resonance. It is thus essential to determine the highest
mode to be controlled before choosing the number of
piezoelectric patches that will cover the mechanical
structure. For an insufficient number of patches,
the highest electrical resonances would not match the
corresponding mechanical modes and the multimodal
control performances could be considerably reduced.

3.5. Multimodal damping

A reduction of vibration on a wide frequency range
requires the tuning of the inductors but also the
introduction of suitable damping components. A
classical solution presented in most papers focusing
on piezoelectric shunts is to add resistors in series
with the inductors [1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 28]. Another
less common solution consist in connecting resistors in
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Figure 7. Velocity at the free end of the beam for a unit force applied at its exited end. - (· · ·) semi-continuous model without
network (open-circuit), (−−) discrete model with a non-dissipative network satisfying the modal coupling condition, (—) semi-
continuous model with a non-dissipative network satisfying the modal coupling condition.

Figure 8. Network segment including resistors.

parallel with the inductors [17, 18, 19, 20]. It becomes
then possible to tune the resistors in order to reach a
vibration reduction optimum, which is here defined as
a minimum amplitude on the velocity FRF. However,
even if for both damping strategies an optimum can be
reached at one particular frequency, there is no reasons
to expect an optimal damping on a wide frequency
range. Another damping model was proposed by
Porfiri et al. [21] to get a multimodal damping with
the analogue network of a beam. The solution is
to add resistors Rs

T in series with the windings of
the transformers. This is presented on the network
segment in figure 8, which also shows Rs

L and R
p
L, the

serial and parallel resistors connected to the inductors.

In figure 9, the three damping models are
compared by computing the semi-continuous model
with a transformer ratio â = 1 and the effect of resistors
added in (23) and (24). The free-free coupled beam
previously described in table 1 is still the relevant case.
The damping is considered optimal around one mode
when the corresponding highest local maximum of the
velocity FRF is reduced to its minimum value. We
define as underdamped a mode where it can be seen a
local minimum and overdamped thus corresponds to a
case where there is no local minimum. Independently
of the chosen damping model, the resistors are tuned
to reach an optimum around the first initial mode

of the beam. With only a serial resistance in the
inductors (Rs

T = 0 Ω and R
p
L → +∞), Rs

L = 20 Ω
leads to the maximal vibration reduction around the
first mode but it also gives a clear underdamped
behavior for higher modes. On the other hand,
with R

p
L = 1000 Ω, Rs

L = 0 and Rs
T = 0, the

first mode is still optimized but the other ones are
overdamped. At last, when R

p
T = 150 Ω, Rs

L = 0

and R
p
L → +∞, it appears a slightly underdamped

behavior. It is thus observed that the damping
involving resistors in the transformer windings leads
to highest vibration reduction around each mode.
Nevertheless, the damping is still only optimal for the
first mode, while it could be expected from [21] an
optimal damping for all the modes together. The
first reason is that this last reference focus on an
electrical continuum. The work here considers a
discrete network, which cannot match exactly the
modes of the continuous mechanical structure. This
effect can be observed through the position of the
local maxima for which the asymmetry increases with
the frequency. The second reason explaining why the
present damping with Rs

T is not optimal is related
to the boundary conditions. It was mentioned in
[21] that the proposed optimal damping is only valid
with boundary conditions ensuring global solutions
represented by trigonometric eigenfunctions. This is
true for a simply supported beam but not for the
considered case of a free-free beam. Finally, although
not really optimal in a general case involving a finite
number of patches and no trigonometric boundary
conditions, the damping involving the resistance Rs

T

remains a satisfactory sub-optimal solution compared
to the other damping models. Depending on the choice
of the electrical components, several damping elements
can be combined together but a recommendation would
be to keep Rs

T as the main dissipative component.
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Figure 9. Velocity FRF computed with the semi-continuous model and a network satisfying the modal coupling condition. - (· · ·)
with a parallel resistance R

p
L = 1000 Ω on the inductors, (−−) with a serial resistance Rs

L = 20 Ω on the inductors, (—) with a
serial resistance Rs

T = 150 Ω on the transformers.

Figure 11. Placement of the shaker and the vibrometer.

4. Experiments and discussion

The multimodal damping strategy is validated with
a setup involving a one meter free-free beam.
Piezoelectric patches are periodically distributed and
connected to a network of passive components. The
properties of the network are verified by measuring
voltage frequency response functions. Once the
network is tuned, a mechanical analysis shows the
efficiency of the strategy for vibration reduction.

4.1. Experimental setup

The structure described in table 1 constitutes the setup
used to validate the multimodal damping strategy.
20 pairs of piezoelectric patches are glued to a one
meter beam in aluminum alloy 2017. The resulting
structure is suspended by elastic straps in order to
approximate free-free boundary conditions. Then, as
presented in figures 10 and 11, a suspended shaker is
transversely connected to one end of the beam through
an impedance head that measures the acceleration
and the transmitted force. A white noise excitation
is generated from the shaker and the transverse

Figure 12. Mode shapes measured with the scanning
vibrometer: (a) 1st mode, (b) 2nd mode, (c) 3rd mode, (d) 4th

mode.

velocity of the beam is measured with a scanning laser
vibrometer. To compute the velocity FRF, the force
measured by the impedance head and the velocity at
the free end of the beam are taken into account. The
FRF is then obtained with a fast Fourier transform
over a 1.2 kHz frequency range and a 0.2 Hz resolution.

The analysis is firstly performed without adding
any electrical components on the piezoelectric patches.
We focus on the first four modes that can be
extracted thanks to a spatial scanning procedure that
gives the results presented in figure 12. Afterwards,
the experimental open-circuit FRF is compared to
the results obtained with the purely mechanical
homogenized model computed from (3) and (9).
Concerning corrections of the model, the reduction
of the piezoelectric Young’s modulus determined from
longitudinal experiments in [27] is maintained with the
same multiplying coefficient γ = 0.86. Moreover, as
the electrical connectors are part of the mechanical
structure, there is a slight increase of the total moving
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Figure 10. Experimental setup for the analysis of transverse waves.

mass. This effect is taken into account by multiplying
the equivalent density by a coefficient β = 1.03, which
is determined from the experimental FRFs. At the end,
a mechanical damping model is required to approach
the velocity maxima appearing when no control occurs.
This global damping needs to model the internal
dissipation in the structure but also the damping due to
imperfect boundary conditions and the presence of the
electrical connectors. It is seen that a viscous damping
applied to the transverse displacement of the beam
represents a suitable damping model for the first four
modes. This is introduced by multiplying the density
by a coefficient evaluated to α = 1 − 27j/ω to fit the
first four maxima.

4.2. Passive electrical network

After having validated the mechanical model of the
beam, the multimodal network is implemented. It
is chosen to create a completely passive solution
without the use of any synthetic components. No
capacitors are required because the capacitance Cε

involved in figure 6 is offered by the piezoelectric
patches. Concerning the magnetic components,
i.e. the inductors and the transformers, they were
manufactured in order to obtain sufficiently low
internal resistance. This was made possible by winding
copper wire around ferrite cores presenting a closed
magnetic circuit. The transformer windings connected
to the patches had to be doubled to get around
the fact that the pairs of patches were polarized in
opposite direction, for practical reasons. In the present
application, it was remarked that the transformers
can be model as represented in figure 13, which takes
only into account the element having a significant
electrical influence on the considered 1.2 kHz frequency
range. CT is the capacitance between windings, LT
is the magnetizing inductance and Rs

T represents the
copper losses in the windings. It was chosen to design
transformers with a ratio â = 1 and an internal
resistance Rs

T around 150 Ω in order to approach
the optimal damping determined in section 3, without
adding external resistors. After manufacturing, direct
measurements at 1 kHz gives Rs

T = 153 Ω, LT = 12.1
H and CT = 25.2 nF. By introducing the parasitic
elements in figure 6, it is remarked that CT adds a
parallel capacitance to Cε. Consequently, the modal

coupling condition (26) needs to be computed with
a global capacitance Cε + CT . Cε being equal to
35.3 nF, it is obtained a target inductance value equal
to 118 mH. The manufactured inductors are finally
around L = 121 mH and their internal damping can be
represented by a parallel resistance equal to 72 kΩ. The
same type of parallel damping is also introduced for the
capacitance, where the equivalent parallel resistance is
evaluated to 332 kΩ at 1 kHz. A last step consists
in verifying that L � LT . Indeed, too much current
leakage through the magnetizing inductance would
modify the electrical modal properties that where
designed from a model involving ideal transformers.
Then, all the components are put together according to
figure 6, which gives the network presented in figure 14,
where the line of components on the bottom of the
picture represents the inductors and the ones just
above are the transformers.

The tuning of the electrical network can be verified
before observing its effect on mechanical vibration

Figure 13. Electrical model for the transformers.

Figure 14. Electrical network involving inductors and
transformers.
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Figure 15. Electrical frequency response functions with measure of the voltage between the 10th and the 11th inductors - (· · ·) for
the transfer matrix model with a detuned network, (−−) for the transfer matrix model with a tuned network, (—) for the experiment
with a tuned network.

reduction. A white noise voltage Vw is applied at one
end and voltage is measured in the middle, between the
10th and the 11th inductors. The electrical frequency
response function presented in figure 15 is obtained,
with both the experimental result and the numerical
computation based on the semi-continuous transfer
matrix model (25). The analogue of this experiment
in the mechanical domain would be to measure the
shear force in the middle of the beam when applying
a transverse force excitation at one end. With free-
free boundary conditions, the middle of the beam is
a node for the odd shear force modes. The same
remark applies to the voltage in the inductor line as
the electrical network was designed to tend to the
analogue of the free-free beam. As a consequence, the
measured voltage tracks only the even modes. The
lowest resonance, around 290 Hz, is thus the second
electrical resonance of the network and the one around
920 Hz is the fourth electrical resonance of the network.
It is also seen sharp antiresonances that are an image
of the mechanical resonances. Actually, part of the
energy injected in the network flows to the coupled
beam around the mechanical resonances, which creates
cuts in the frequency spectrum. So, the tuning of
the network is validated by verifying that the sharp
antiresonances are centered on the smooth resonances.
This is the case with the tuned electrical values but
not for a detuned network with half of the required
inductance, as it can be observed in figure 15.

With measurement of the voltage Vθ in the middle
of the network, it is possible to extract the odd modes.
This is explained by the fact that the middle of a
free-free beam is a node for the even modes related
to the bending moment, which is the analogue of Vθ.
But the problem is that we do not have access to
the measurement of the voltage Vθ in the middle of
the network. This is because the two successive â/2
transformers are replaced by a single â transformers
to limit the number of components. Nevertheless, it is
still possible to observe the odd modes by measuring
the voltage on one of the closest node, the 10th pair
of piezoelectric patches. The results are represented

in figure 16 that also shows the case of a detuned
network with half of the required inductance. As the
measurement is not performed in the exact middle of
the network, the even modes also appears. It is still
possible to verify that the odd electrical resonances
match the mechanical ones. As a consequence, the
previous electrical FRFs allows being sure that the
network is correctly tuned, even before doing any
mechanical testing. The electrical FRFs also enable
validating the presented transfer matrix formulation
that takes into account the modeling of the electrical
components. It is observed in figures 15 and 16 that
the numerical and experimental curves are sufficiently
close to validate the transfer matrix model. Thus, this
model can be used to evaluate the vibration reduction
depending on the choice of the electrical components.

4.3. Damping of bending modes

Once the electrical network is correctly tuned,
it becomes possible to observe the effect of the
multimodal coupling on the mechanical vibrations. In
figure 17, the velocity FRF with a tuned network
can be compared to the velocity FRF with open-
circuited patches. Reductions are observed of around
7 dB for the first mode, 10 dB for the second and
third modes and 16 dB for the fourth mode, which
shows the efficiency of the present damping strategy
involving a multimodal network. However, a velocity
FRF similar to the one presented in figure 9 is not
obtained. The system seems overdamped as no local
minimum appears, even with the prescribed resistance
Rs
T . This is due to the fact that the added winding

capacitance CT was clearly non-negligible compared
to the piezoelectric capacitance Cε, which was not
expected before manufacturing the transformers. The
final global capacitance of the unit cell was almost
doubled and this led to a reduction of the required
inductance. The transformer resistance having been
defined without considering capacitance addition, it
becomes too high for the present inductance. It
is noticed that the capacitance CT could have been
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Figure 16. Electrical frequency response functions with measure of the voltage on the 10th pair of patches - (· · ·) for the transfer
matrix model with a detuned network, (−−) for the transfer matrix model with a tuned network, (—) for the experiment with a
tuned network.
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Figure 17. Mechanical frequency response functions - (· · ·) for the experiment with open-circuited patches, (−−) for the transfer
matrix model with a tuned network, (—) for the experiment with a tuned network.

considerably reduced by separating the winding of
the transformers and using an internal insulation
layer. If this choice had been considered before the
manufacturing, the results would have been definitely
closer to the ones presented in figure 9.

At the end, the comparison between the experi-
ments and the semi-continuous model also validates the
theoretical formulation when looking at the mechanical
FRF. It can still be remarked that there are slight dif-
ferences concerning the maximal amplitudes, especially
for the first mode that is 3 dB below its theoretical
value. This means that an unconsidered damping was
added when performing the experiments with the full
network. In fact, the mechanical damping coefficient
α was determined with open-circuited patches, when
all the electrical connectors presented in figure 14 were
not yet mounted. The electrical network itself thus in-
creases the purely mechanical damping. This is a point
that needs to be improved in future experiments in or-
der to better characterized the vibration reduction only
induced by the electromechanical coupling.

5. Conclusions

A multimodal damping strategy is developed in this
paper by coupling a beam to its analogue electrical
network through piezoelectric patches. A discrete
model approximating the mechanical properties of the
beam is obtained by performing a finite difference
procedure on the Euler-Bernoulli equations. The

corresponding dispersion relation is computed and
compared to the one characterizing a continuous beam.
The appropriate electrical network is found by applying
the direct electromechanical analogy on the discrete
model of a beam. A description of the piezoelectric
coupling is presented through a linear model including
the global properties of the unit cells. The method to
determine the global piezoelectric coupling coefficient
and the blocked capacitance is given accordingly.
Contrary to previous studies that use an electrical
homogenization, the network is kept discrete to get
closer to real applications with a finite number of
piezoelectric patches. Two novel models based on
a transfer matrix formulation are presented. Both
take into account a discrete electrical network but the
first model considers a discrete mechanical medium
while the second keeps the continuity of the beam. A
modal coupling condition is deduced from the discrete
model. It is shown that this condition tunes the
electrical resonances to the mechanical ones, which
gives a tuned mass effect on several modes together.
Then, damping is introduced by considering three
different positions for resistors in the network. We
observe that the most convenient solution is to include
serial resistors after the transformers windings as it
can lead to a multimodal damping. To the best of
our knowledge, we implemented the first experimental
validation of a multimodal damping strategy involving
a beam coupled to its discrete electrical analogue. It is
also important to notice that the network is completely
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passive, without any synthetic components. Finally,
it is presented a piezoelectric damping strategy that
applies on a wide frequency range. Future works will
focus on the extension of the strategy to the control of
a plate, which will require a 2D electrical network.
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